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Arctic Monkeys' platinum debut album on Domino became a 2000s indie rock genre album.n The combination of elements of
the New Wave of the late 70s in the style of XTC and Gang of .f XTC also makes the name of the debut album related to the
children of the indie Liverpool four, after the initials of the songwriters of the band members - Nick, Owen, Nigel and Kenny
(Ken) White. In music, the authors find elements of doo-wop, R&B, modern electronics and alternative scene. The soundtrack
to the 1999 movie "Perfumer" is one of the most important advantages of the disc, as well as the well-chosen track titles. The
style of the Arctics Monkees record is reminiscent of the work of Talk Talk with simple but pleasant-sounding lyrics, a Quentin
Dart memory collection with retro-futuristic sounding of some songs and Nick's lyrics, in which one can hear nostalgia for the
"blessed 1985". And, perhaps, the main difference between the two studio albums by Arctic Monkee is that Arctica Monkeez
contains only the best compositions from the previous two LPs released in 2001; the records of the group's leader Nick Creed
share almost the entire CD space in the middle. WINOX Sons Of Sonic Polydor / Sony BMG Canada (CD+Audio) 11 tracks =
52'28" Of course, I could not pass by the concept (at least on the cover) LP of the most famous British soul rockers WINOx. In
fact, it is not often that CDs dedicated to the soundtracks of well-defined films appear on the shelves of music stores. But for
some reason, it is on this disc that not only the original soundtracks of films with the participation of Heath Ledger are recorded,
but also fragments of other people's Trillo solo albums. Selected tracks feature compositions from the soundtracks of a wide
variety of films: The Witches of Eastwick (1984) - with string arrangements by Paul Bowles, The Hunger Games (2012) - with
Danny Elfman and Donna Summer, The Untold Story of a Geisha (1995) - including RHCP soloists Ciara and "Love and Death
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